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A Risk Society and Refl exive Modernization
<Summary>
Yuki Hagiwara
Risikogesellschaft (Risk Society) written by Ulrich Beck is one of the 
most important books to analyze issues of contemporary global society from 
the view of STS (Science, Technology and Society). The purpose of this paper 
is to reexamine his theory especially focusing on the change of science and 
technology in modernization.
A key word of this book is refl exive modernization. According to Beck, 
the contemporary situation he calls risk society is not the end of modernity. 
There are many problems as a result of modernization such as environmental 
pollution, nuclear weapon issues and so on. It is true that the development of a 
modern industrial society caused these problems and people no longer believe in 
progressivism, but we can not easily conclude that its failure means the arrival 
of postmodernity. Rather he thinks that modernity is in thorough refl exivization 
now.
Beck says that the fi rst priority of people in an industrial society is to 
overcome poverty, and they are strongly class-conscious. However, their 
truism is shaken in a risk society. All people are under the infl uence of risk, 
and the contemporary issues will never be solved even if a hierarchical society 
disappears. Beck also exaggerates that the opposite of nature is neither society 
nor civilization now. Environmental pollution is the danger not only to nature 
but also to society. Products of an industrial society became the primary cause of 
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a serious threat to human beings.
Characters of science and technology changed in such a situation. Scientists 
had great authority over people and scientifi c knowledge was an important 
standard in decision-making. Now people do not rely on only scientifi c 
rationality. Social rationality is regarded as an important concept in a risk 
society, though it is not easy to distinguish the former from the latter in some 
cases. Scientists are not invested with complete authority on the issues because 
they can not show a unique solution. People doubt whether scientists know 
everything better than laymen, while they can not understand many phenomena 
in risk society without scientifi c knowledge.
A very important question is how standards and rationalities are determined. 
It is easy to fi nd subjectivity in its process though it used to be said that scientifi c 
research is always objective. For example, what is a risk? What is a permissible 
level? They can not get answers only by scientifi c knowledge. Now they also 
know that present standards and rationalities are not unchangeable. Here is 
a possibility to change the situation and perspectives of people. We call this 
possibility functional tolerance, which is a key concept of theories on peace, 
security and conviviality in ICU-COE program.
